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Praise
A must-have quick reference for innovators across the globe! As a designer, I’m impressed 
with this intriguing, excellently scripted collection of carefully-crafted modules. It’s 
thorough and worthwhile. Introducing skills and techniques before the DT process was a 
master stroke.

– Jimmy Mistry, Designer, Hotelier, and Founder of Della Leaders Club

This book should be required reading for every start-up founder! It’s the skillset and 
toolbox to find a compelling need and design an offering 10X better than anyone else’s. 
‘No wonder new ventures with designers in the leadership team succeed better and 
attract more funding than their peers.

– Puneet Pushkarna, Venture Capitalist at Solmark | Chairman of Innoveo and  
Servion Global Solutions

This is a great toolkit! ‘A thorough and practical book that will help guide you through the 
methods, tools and practice of design thinking for those unfamiliar or in need of a boost 
to help solve today’s wicked problems.

– Pete Overy, Co-Founder and Managing Director, Agency Singapore

Creativity and good design are cornerstones of the Future of Work. This book is a super-
tool for building your skills in both and making yourself future-ready.

– Dr. Shalini Lal, Founder and Future-of-Work Designer, Unqbe

What a clever and innovative way to help people learn Design Thinking! This multimedia 
toolbox will inspire and help you develop new skills, especially creative problem-solving, 
and connect you with the wider online community.

– Brian Ling, Founder and Design Director, Design Sojourn
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Digital Resources

To make this workbook more useful for eBook readers and for physical-book 
readers who want to collaborate with others online, we’ve put the “Your Turn” 
worksheets on our favorite co-creation platform, MURAL. Links are listed on 
the book webpage (about half-way down the page) at drcjmeadows.com/design-
thinking. Just scroll through the worksheets (called “templates” on MURAL), 
click on the one you want, and you’ll surf over to that worksheet/template on 
MURAL.

On the book webpage, you’ll also find a link to the free multimedia introduc-
tion to Design Thinking, hosted by Gnowbe. In the Design Thinking Intro, you 
can watch instructional videos, do exercises, and connect with a community 
of beginning Design Thinkers who are also spreading their wings and trying it  
out – just like you!

The book website also hosts our favorite workshop-warmup videos, recom-
mended readings, and organizations you can check out, to learn more or gain 
experience honing your skills. One of these is ExperiencePoint, which offers the 
ExperienceInnovation™ simulation-based workshops. It’s a great next step to 
continue your learning journey after you’ve been through this workbook.

That’s all for now, except to say …

Happy Surfing!
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Charvi realized there were certain skills they lacked, which made DT hard for 
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skills must be established first, then DT as a process introduced, in order to 
achieve DT success. That’s why this book introduces skills and techniques before 
the DT process.

Instead of running around the world teaching skills, we thought it would be more 
impactful to share skills-building materials people can use on their own (or in 
groups), along with our favorite DT stories and success tips based on our dec-
ades-long study and experience with this approach to innovation.

Whether you learn and practice on your own or with a team, physically or online, 
we wish you well and would love for you to reach out and share with us the won-
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– Dr CJ Meadows
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We wrote this book about DT to help our readers become design thinkers. DT 
can be learned quickly, and just reading about it will provide some awareness and 
understanding. However, becoming a design thinker requires much more effort. 
It takes time to internalize skills and apply a DT process appropriately. As the 
proverb says, “Practice makes perfect.” So, what better way than a workbook 
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ing, and perfecting your DT skills as much as we enjoyed writing about it.
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